
The  
Facial 
Of The 
Future.
The Future Of Your Business.

OXYGENEO 
Oxypods Create Oxygen-WITHIN 
The Skin — Not Just On The Skin

Geneo’s oxygenation process uses the power of the 
all-natural ingredients found in our unique OxyPods. 
to bring the body’s naturally-occurring oxygen to 
the skin’s surface and encourage the release of 
carbon dioxide. The active ingredients in an OxyPod 
are twice as potent as other facial serums. When 
they react with the Geneo Primer Gel, they create 
a gentle, non-invasive exfoliation, and trigger 
oxygenation INSIDE the skin. 

ULTRASOUND 
Ultrasound Waves Stimulate, Exfoliate  
And Condition The Skin For Treatment

Ultrasound waves stimulate micro-vibrations of the 
skin, increasing the permeability of the outer layer of 
the skin and improving cellular metabolism, resulting 
in increased absorption of the all-natural ingredients.

NEO-MASSAGE 
Finish With A Relaxing, 
Nourishing Massage

Geneo Serums are introduced through massage, 
allowing the all-natural ingredients to be absorbed 
into the skin. Deliver powerful antioxidants, 
vitamins, nutrients, and purifying ingredients while 
creating a refreshed and revitalized glow. 

3 TECHNOLOGIES. 
1 INNOVATIVE SKINCARE 
PLATFORM. 

Oxypods: Little Pods  
That Deliver Big Results
• All-natural ingredients

• Formulated to encourage the release
of CO2 to enhance oxygenation

• Customizable to meet the needs of
every skin type

• Twice as potent as serums

OUR NATURAL 
INGREDIENTS



Short fold in

OUR INNOVATIVE  
BUSINESS MODEL

We provide the tools and 
support you need to be 
successful from day one. 
Attract new clients with our 
innovative new technologies 
and non-invasive procedure. 
Cross-sell your backbar items 
with customizable facials 
for every skin type. Drive 

new business with our marketing support. And create a 
steady income stream with loyalty programs.

Immediate Positive 
Cash Flow And ROI
Each Geneo device brings your business up to  
$200,000 in additional revenue potential — and a 
90% profit margin. 

A Holistic,  
Turn-Key Solution
We help you hit the ground 
running with a support 
program that includes training, 
technical support, social media 
and marketing materials, an 
interactive app and customer 
portal, and monthly consumables 
that can be customized to your 
business needs. 

Value-Added Benefits
Our membership program and other promotions help 
you earn benefits as you grow your business. 

 AN EXCITING PARTNERSHIP.

PREMIER PARTNERSHIP
$499 

for 35 months1

1 Opt-out and buy-out options are available after 6 months.  
Ask your sales rep for details. 

Geneo’s intuitive software platform that 
provides a customized facial experience 
for any customer. 

Welcome Kit with print and digital 
marketing materials to introduce Geneo 
to your clients. 

Launch Event Package to jump  
start your Geneo service debut. 

Listing on our on the geneo-us.com 
website Partner Practice Finder Map.

Three packages of Geneo all-natural 
OxyPod treatments: Balance, Illuminate 
and Revive. 

Geneo’s subscription model removes barriers from 
your business’s ability to grow, letting you pay as 
you go while generating immediate positive cash 
flow and maximizing every dollar you invest. Scaled 
payment options allow you to choose the level that 
meets your business needs. 

Practical Tools And Resources 
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RESULTS:  
AN IMMEDIATELY 
VISIBLE GLOW.

FRESH,  
NATURALLY BEAUTIFUL, 
VIBRANT COMPLEXION  
FOR ANY SKIN TYPE.


